This story is classified as top secret.

**SAN DIEGO WEEKLY**

**Reader**

**Kidnapped!**

"The story of family is an information story." Speaking from the Coronado home, Miguel Croppa sounded wistful and shaken. His wife, Georgina, was kidnapped over a month ago.

"All the family are concerned about this," says Croppa. "But we are being completely alone. Nobody talks about anything, I think we're going to begin to know things next week. Maybe next week, if you ask me."

Georgina Romero de Croppa is the 33-year-old daughter of the wealthy Tijuana-based Serrano family. Her grandfather was Carlos, the Serrano soteriote senior and a well-known businessman in the Tijuana area from the 1960s to the early 70s.

Georgina and her husband Miguel Angel Croppa have homes in Coronado, Calif. They are both in their 30s and the couple is described as a wealthy and established couple.

At press time, Mr. Lucero had not called back.

**Sergio Rodolfo, the ministerial** (state police) of Baja California recently confirmed that the kidnapping case was "closed not to touch the case." It seems the federal authorities in Tijuana are officially handling it, but they too are taking a hard line while the family negotiates.

"We're aware of the case because the family lives in Coronado," says Bill Carr, Special Agent in Charge of the FBI in San Diego. "But we respect the will of the victim's family. Whether or not they pay the money, whether they agree to the terms, or if they agree to the terms, it's their decision."

"It's a frequent problem in trying to negotiate these types of investigations."

"We didn't hear of it 'til you called." Said Conrado, police investigator. "We tried to investigate it. We had jurisdiction includes the Coronado area."

When kidnappers abducted Tijuana-based Tijuana-based Serrano executive Mantuano Romero in August 1996, there was worldwide media attention. Within two days Romero kidnappers were paid $2 million and he had been released.

Two million dollars was probably the exception. Baja California state police say that in most cases $750,000, including cash, jewelry, and cars have been enough to secure the release of loved ones.

Romero de Croppa's circumstances are unique not only because she's from a wealthy family but also because she is the first female business executive in the area to be kidnapped.

On the other hand, she's just another victim in Baja..."
Taking Stock Of The Web
By James Kelleher

To Jay Lacy, it was a simple plan designed to promote his new financial website and "raise the eyeballs" of his online competitors. The effort succeeded in a way. Quickly, Lacy was swarmed by scores of securities regulators, all of whom were interested in his site. "They're really not simple," Lacy observed. "People want to be secure in their investments, and they're tired of losing money. We must do what we can to help them out."

"The FREE STOCK could be the world's first online resource of its kind," Lacy exclaimed. "And it's not just about being an online resource; it's about making sure that the skeptical consumer has a place to go to find the answers they need." Lacy stressed the importance of having a site that is "safe, secure, and easy to use." He went on to explain that "the site is built using state-of-the-art technology and is equipped with features that make it easy for users to find what they're looking for." Lacy also emphasized the importance of having a site that is "transparent and trustworthy," with features like "a comprehensive database of stock information and a robust security system." Lacy concluded by saying that "the site is designed to be a valuable resource for anyone looking for reliable and accurate information on stocks."
Deuces
The Greatest Double Down

Here's the House Rules:

Activate Any Phone in This Ad
Activate A Second Free Phone From Our Promotional Stock
Keep Both Phones Active For At Least 100 days
That's If No Further Obligation & No Service Term Contract Required!

No Service Term Contracts Required!

Check Out These Great Rates Plan!

$35 per month
$37 per month
$38 per month

100 minutes every month
1200 minutes every month
1800 minutes every month

More Info Rate Building - Unlimited Internet - Unlimited Texting - Unlimited Minutes

infoPlanet VOICE & DATA, INC.

NORTH COUNTY FAIR
272 E. Via Rancho Parkway
760-333-3823

UNIVERSITY TOWNE CENTRE MALL
45811 Aliso Village Dr.
619-453-9800

MIRAMAR/GOLDEN TRIANGLE
8735 Towne Centre Dr. (Bonita/Chula)
619-677-9999

LA JOLLA
909 Prospector (kchners/Esteban Center)
619-456-8444

PLAZA DEL SOL MALL
3030 Plaza Bonita Rd. #2248
619-472-3700

GROSSMANN SHOPPING CENTER
5300 Grossman Center Dr. #237
619-667-2121

infoPlanet
AUTHORIZED WIRELESS AGENT

GTE

Connecting Your Worlds

EASY 1300 Digital
• Dual Mode Digital
• Dual Mode PHS
• 1.3 Megapixel Camera
• Large LCD Display
• Large Keypad
• Large Display Memory
• Super Rapid Charger

Samsung
210 Digital
• Dual Mode Digital/Audio
• Dual Mode PHS
• 2.1 Megapixel Camera
• Large LCD Display
• Large Keypad
• Large Display Memory
• 3-Year Plan

Motorola
STARTAC
• Dual Mode Digital
• Dual Mode PHS
• 2.1 Megapixel Camera
• Large LCD Display
• Large Keypad
• Large Display Memory
• 3-Year Plan

NEW!

Sony Ericsson
VADER
• Dual Mode Digital
• Dual Mode PHS
• 1.3 Megapixel Camera
• Large LCD Display
• Large Keypad
• Large Display Memory
• 3-Year Plan

Newport Beach
Your source for all your wireless needs

Wild
Deal To hit Planet Earth!

Hurry This One Won't Last Long!
GET $225 BACK WITH ANY PACIFIC
FREE 2ND BATTERY, CAR ADAPTER,

WHY CHOOSE SAN DIEGO'S BEST - PREMIER WIRELESS - OVER THE REST?
- $225 back on all Pacific Bell phones, including $75 Premier Wireless rebate
- An extra FREE long-life battery with every activation
- A FREE car adapter with every activation
- A FREE leather case with every activation
- Award-winning 20 years of sales and service in wireless
- 13,000 sq. ft. location where Highway 8 and Highway 5 meet in the Sports Arena area
- Largest selection of digital phones or the guaranteed lowest price

Ericsson 768
FREE Micro-Mini
FREE Car Adapter
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Ericsson 388
FREE Micro-Mini
FREE Car Adapter
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Motorola g520
FREE Car Adapter
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Motorola 6000
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Motorola StarTAC
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

ACCESSORIES
Leather Cases $10
Car Adapters $10
Lithium Batteries $39
Nickel Hydride Batteries $20
Double Stand-up Chargers $25
Hands-Free System FREE

BELL PCS DIGITAL PHONE AND
CASE AND HANDS-FREE SYSTEM

Nokia 5190
GET $25 BACK*
DON'T PAY $199
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
Full-line interchangeable Face Plates & 8 colors to choose from
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Nokia 6190
DON'T PAY $74
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager, Voice Mail & Answering Machine
All In One
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Motorola 6000
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

Motorola StarTAC
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One
Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-Free System - $79 value

RATE PLANS

Digital 300
Minutes $24.95

Digital 600
Minutes $34.95

Digital 700
Minutes $49.95

Digital 900
Minutes $69.95

Digital 1500
Minutes $79.95

Digital 2000
Minutes $99.95

Free delivery to your home or office
Pacific Bell
Pure Digital PCS
Authorized Agent
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri 9 am-7 pm
Sat-Sun 10 am-6 pm

Premier Wireless
(619) 299-4455
FREE MAIL • FREE LONG-DISTANCE MINUTES • FREE CASH • FREE PHONE • FREE RINGS • FREE PHONE
Stand-on-the-back-of-the-chair-guy

By Patrick Baohera

There is a difference in eye care provided.

Selling Box

Sporting Box

The Vegas Nine

Vice and Virtue

Venus, Love and Beauty

Carmen Miranda

Stay on the line

This is you on purr Digital PCS.

If you're confused about the rest, choose the best!

Q: Does your cellular phone deliver poor reception?
A: Switch to true digital PCS & get clear sound.

Q: Is your cellular phone bill too high & are you on the right rate plan?
A: Bring your phone bill to one of our stores for a free rate analysis.

Q: Are you tired of your old cellular phone?
A: Trade it in at one of our stores for a $25 credit.

Q: Are the competitors' offers confusing?
A: Bring in any competitor's ad & WE'LL CLEAR THE AIR.

Pacific PCS group, with 20 convenient locations in California & Nevada.

Pacific Bell

Aware of the fact

Here's a clear & simple tax-deductible offer!

Donate $20 to
Ronald McDonald
House Charities
San Diego

And get all this for free!

An Ericsson 768 pure digital PCS Phone
A Coupon for a Hands-Free Kit

And coupon for a McDonald's sausage McMuffin with egg sandwich

For more information call:
714-997-1883

Pacific PCS Group

A B A T E D  B E S T W I L L E S S
A B A T E D  B E S T N E T W O R K
A B A T E D  B E S T C A L L Q U A L I T Y

Pacific PCS Group

B A T E D  B E S T W I L L E S
B A T E D  B E S T N E T W O R K
B A T E D  B E S T C A L L Q U A L I T Y

Pacific PCS Group
LAST WEEK FOR FREE

FREE MOTOROLA StarTAC

FREE NOKIA 918
RATED #1
BY A LEADING CONSUMER MAGAZINE
Too many features to list!
Includes battery & charger

BEST RATES EVER!
$10 per month

Includes 100 minutes anytime...every month
$25 per month

Includes 200 minutes anytime...every month
$35 per month

Includes 300 minutes anytime...every month
$40 per month

Includes 400 minutes anytime...every month
$95 per month

Includes 600 minutes anytime...every month
$125 per month

THE NEW AMERICA CHOICE PLAN!
Includes 1300 minutes anytime...every month
$155 per month

Includes 1500 minutes anytime...every month
No roaming charges - No long distance
Charges anywhere in the U.S.

VALUABLE COUPON
1/3 off Any Wireless Accessory Expires 3/31/99

FREE PIZZA FOR A WHOLE YEAR!

FREE NIKE Sneakers

FREE QUICKSET WATCH

FREE OTHER GREAT PHONES!!
- GE 350 Includes 10 aheader & leather case
- Panasonic Cordless (cellular cordless)

FREE! FREE! FREE!

FREE! FREE! FREE!

THE BEST PAGER DEAL!
FREE PAGER AND 3 MONTHS OF SERVICE***
Only $29.95

SAN DIEGO'S MOST ADVANCED CELLULAR NETWORK

FREE STARTAC!!
ON SELECTED PLANS

FREE QUALCOMM TECHNOLOGY
DUAL MODE
Pallete 16 colors - 9 Precases & much more
Includes second phone from our special selection!

FREE LITE III
MOTOROLA
NO ANNUAL CONTRACT

FREE! FREE! FREE!

FREE! FREE! FREE!

GTE AUTHORIZED WIRELESS AGENT

- MISSION VALLEY 5615 Mission Center Rd. (corner of Pine Rd.) 619-497-0707
- SOUTH BAY 17257 Imperial St. (west of I-805) 619-249-0100
- EL CAJON 1115 S. heavy Ave. (west of I-805) 619-444-8120
- SPORES IZENA 10505 Rosecrans St. (21st & Rosecrans) 619-222-8844
- GTE Services: 5615 Mission Center Rd. (corner of Pine Rd.) 619-497-0707

FREE startac on selected plans - 1/3 off any wireless accessory.
FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!

-- (5615 Mission Center Rd. 619-497-0707) --

The features include the following:
- Nokia 252 (comes in great colors)
- Nokia 2180 (Digital dual mode)
- Samsung 210 (Digital dual mode)
- Qualcomm Technology

MANY, MANY MORE AT UNHEARD OF PRICES!!!

FREE startac on selected plans - 1/3 off any wireless accessory.
FREE Phone

It's Simple: Just Choose One and One of Our Low Rate Plans

**MOTOROLA StarTAC 3000**
FREE with activation
- Extra-long talk time
- One-touch dialing
- Quick and easy charging

**MOTOROLA MicroTAC/650e**
FREE with activation
- Extra-long talk time
- 9 finger dial
- Quick and easy charging options
- Turbo dial

**MOTOROLA Profile/300e**
FREE with activation
- Extra-long talk time
- 9 finger dial
- Quick and easy charging options
- Turbo dial

**MOTOROLA VADER**
Smallest Phone in the World
"Like a Pack of Gum"
- Long Talk Time
- Smart Button Technology
- "Vibrating" Alert
- Built-in Answering Machine and Voice Recorder

**AUDIOVOX 470**
FREE
- Smoke blue-black design
- Over 120 minutes of continuous talk time
- Lightweight 9 oz
- High capacity nickel-metal hydride battery
- AC travel charger

**MITSUBISHI ah270**
FREE
- Extra-long talk time
- Quick and easy charging options

**All Plans Include:**
- FREE Call Waiting
- FREE Call Forwarding
- FREE 3-Way Calling

**Simple Rate Plans**
- $25 Per Month includes
  - 100 Local Day & Evening Minutes
- $37 Per Month includes
  - 100 Local Day & Evening Minutes
  - plus 1000 Night & Weekend Minutes

Ask About Other Great GTE Wireless Rate Plans!

CALL FOR THE BEST PRICE!
MAPA PRESIDENT IN VALLEY

The City of North Hollywood City Manager, Tom Agnew, is making a tour of the Valley.

Mr. Agnew will visit the City Hall and then proceed to the North Hollywood City Hall, a new building under construction. The visit will be an opportunity for Mr. Agnew to meet with the City Council and learn about the progress of the project. The tour will also provide an opportunity for him to meet with the community and learn about their concerns and priorities.

At the City Hall, Mr. Agnew will be given a tour of the building and will have an opportunity to meet with the staff. He will also have the opportunity to meet with the City Council and learn about the progress of the project. The tour will also provide an opportunity for him to meet with the community and learn about their concerns and priorities.

Mr. Agnew is scheduled to arrive at the City Hall at 10:00 AM and will leave at 12:00 PM. He will then proceed to the City Hall, where he will be given a tour of the building and will have an opportunity to meet with the staff. He will also have the opportunity to meet with the City Council and learn about the progress of the project. The tour will also provide an opportunity for him to meet with the community and learn about their concerns and priorities.

Exceptional Value...Right Before Your Eyes.

We're telling you that Daewoo offers exceptional value, and now we're showing you. Our cars come well-equipped with features that cost extra on most other cars.

And our hassle-free prices are considerably lower than the similarly equipped competition. So take a look at the chart, then come take a look at Daewoo.

www.daeewo.com

DAEWOO

Do you have skin cancer?

If you have cancer ask your doctor if this study is right for you. The study involves a 20-minute interview. Participants will receive up to $50 in compensation.

Mars 1999

METROPOLIS 2
IS SELLING EVERYTHING!
WE'RE CLOSING OUR SOLANA BEACH STORE AND THIS IS YOUR FINAL WEEKEND!
TO GET INCREDIBLE SAVINGS ON HOME FURNISHINGS, LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES!

THIS SAT. & SUN. ONLY!
MARCH 27 & 28
DOORS OPEN EARLY AT 9 AM

312 S. CEDROS AVE., SOLANA BEACH 619/350-1040

OR VISIT OUR WAREHOUSE AT
10449 ROSELLLE STREET
IN SORRENTO VALLEY
619/247-7678

From the north: Take I-5 south to I-50 south. Exit Mesa Rd. Bud Serrano Valley Rd. Go right on Serrano Valley Rd. to Serrano Valley Blvd and go left to Roselle St. From the south: Take I-5 north and exit at Serrano Valley Blvd. Go right on Roselle St.

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Pacific Bell PCS Store

Wondering where to find your NEXT phone?

The One Stop Source for All Your Phone Needs!

- PCS Digital Phones
- Home Phones
- Pagers
- Accessories

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

We Offer Only the BEST Brands, Product & Service!

San Diego CAR STEREO

Pacific Bell

Rancho Bernardo Towne Center
17788 Bernardo Center Drive
San Diego, CA 92158
673-0392

Fashion Valley Mall
1111 Rancho Santa Fe
San Diego, CA 92128
682-4990

University Towne Centre
199 University Center
San Diego, CA 92108
558-3767

Parkway Plaza El Cajon, CA
3670 Parkway Plaza
444-1620

Lucent Technologies

Free Installation

Sale prices good through 3-31-99

Free Installation

All Sony Car Stereos
On Sale Now!

$77

An FM Cassette Player - PL-1001

$178

All Sony Car Stereos
On Sale Now!

$119

An FM Compact Disc Player - CD-3000

$159

An FM Cassette Player - PL-1001

$128

An FM Cassette Player - PL-1001

$139

An FM Cassette Player - PL-1001

$128

An FM Cassette Player - PL-1001

$379

MANY MORE SPECIALS TOO LOW TO PRINT!
Hepatitis B Plasma Donors
Past Or Present Exposure
- URGENTLY NEEDED -

Ever Been Exposed To Or Have Active/Chronic
HEPATITIS B

IT PAYS TO SAVE LIVES!

TWO SAN DIEGO LOCATIONS:
3250 OHMANS, SUITE 211
619 208-4011
4402 Dayton St. (and El Cajon Blvd.)
619 265-0336

DONATE '20 TO AND GET ALL THIS FOR FREE
PLUS $80!

- Emerson 768 micro-mini Digital Phone
- $50 Rebate paid by Wireless Choice
- Cop cop for hands-free kit
- Car adapter and leather case
- Radar detector
- FREE ROOMING THROUGHOUT CALIFORNIA & NEVADA
- CALL US: (714) 383-2000 FREDDIE TAYLOR
- FREE DELIVERY

Wireless Choice Communications, Inc.
1414 Rosecrans Street, Floor 3
above the street from Loma Naturez
(619) 224-4200
Managing Weight Loss Since 1972

A DOCTOR'S WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC

Free Consultation
$50 OFF

Initial Fees

Lose pounds and inches FAST

Lose 18 pounds in just four weeks...

The new Lipo-Lipo-Detox Diet has been scientifically formulated to keep your body working properly while you are eating less, feeling better, and losing weight. A great alternative to the popular Drug-Free Diet, the Lipo-Lipo-Detox Diet safely and effectively reduces body weight by 18 pounds.

Diet texts would be

A REVISION OF AN EIGHTH CENTURY WORK OF ARISTOTLE

published by Oxford University Press

Managing Weight Loss Since 1972

The new Lipo-Lipo-Detox Diet has been scientifically formulated to keep your body working properly while you are eating less, feeling better, and losing weight. A great alternative to the popular Drug-Free Diet, the Lipo-Lipo-Detox Diet safely and effectively reduces body weight by 18 pounds.

Diet texts would be

A REVISION OF AN EIGHTH CENTURY WORK OF ARISTOTLE

published by Oxford University Press

Managing Weight Loss Since 1972

The new Lipo-Lipo-Detox Diet has been scientifically formulated to keep your body working properly while you are eating less, feeling better, and losing weight. A great alternative to the popular Drug-Free Diet, the Lipo-Lipo-Detox Diet safely and effectively reduces body weight by 18 pounds.

Diet texts would be

A REVISION OF AN EIGHTH CENTURY WORK OF ARISTOTLE

published by Oxford University Press
State-of-the-art tooth replacement

If you have missing teeth from disease or an accident, you can now have strong and healthy replacement teeth with our cutting-edge implant technology. This San Francisco Dental Association survey says that implants placed using modern techniques have demonstrated a better than 95% 5-year survival rate, which surpasses the survival rate of conventional crowns and bridges supported by natural teeth.

Carl H. Smith, D.D.S.
Orthodontist and General Dentist
Located in the Lucerne Trellis
16630 N. California Blvd
Suite 201
Oakland, CA 94612

619-449-9000

kidnapped!

California's latest crime wave: The kidnapping problem near San Francisco properties. There are kidnappings happening near home, school, and work. According to authorities, the kidnappings are mostly for ransom or to gain control of the victim. The kidnappers use the victims as hostages for financial gain. The victims are often found in remote areas or abandoned buildings. The kidnappers are using various tactics to escape detection, such as using fake identities and changing the location of the victims. The kidnappers are often linked to organized crime and are using sophisticated technology to avoid detection. The kidnappers are demanding large sums of money for the release of the victims. The authorities are working hard to catch the kidnappers and bring them to justice. The kidnappers are often using technology to avoid detection, such as using fake identities and changing the location of the victims. The kidnappers are often linked to organized crime and are using sophisticated technology to avoid detection. The kidnappers are demanding large sums of money for the release of the victims. The authorities are working hard to catch the kidnappers and bring them to justice.

We've Expanded!

Voted #1 Piercing Studio

$5 Off April Special

available Quality eyeCare

We've Expanded!

Sorrento Valley Optometrist Center
Dr. Martin Weitzman, O.D., Ph.D.
619-558-0066

$165
daily wear soft contact lenses

eye exam and glasses $79

ezoom disposable contacts $99

We're Open for Business!

A spokesperson for Martin Weitzman, O.D., Ph.D., said yesterday, "We're open for business. We're open for business. We're open for business."
GAY LIVES

Author: Paul Robinson

San Diego, CA 92110

April 24, 1999

Premieres at 8:00 pm

San Diego Playhouse, 417 4th Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

ATTENTION: All tickets must be purchased in advance.

Ticket price: $10

For reservations, call (619) 575-0107

This show is sponsored by the San Diego Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce.

SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1999

THE MUSICAL THEATRE REVUE

San Diego Playhouse presents

"GAY LIVES"

A musical revue celebrating gay and lesbian diversity

Featuring a cast of local performers, "GAY LIVES" will showcase the丰富多彩 and diverse experiences of gay and lesbian individuals.

SUNDAY, APRIL 25, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special matinee performance with an encore of "GAY LIVES""s most beloved numbers.

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

FRIDAY, APRIL 30, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

SUNDAY, MAY 2, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

MONDAY, MAY 3, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

TUESDAY, MAY 4, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 5, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

FRIDAY, MAY 7, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.

SUNDAY, MAY 9, 1999

"GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES" MEETS "GAY LIVES"

A special evening performance featuring a special guest appearance by a local celebrity.
A Turkish Bazaar in an Episcopal Church

Well, maybe. Who knows?

San Diego Valley Music Society seems to recognize the difficulty of creating an audience for music in the Episcopal Churches, especially when the service is not a church service. Indeed, San Diego Valley Music Society's mission statement explicitly states that it is the mission of the San Diego Valley Music Society to "promote the understanding and appreciation of music in the Episcopal Church." In the past, the society has offered concerts in a number of Episcopal churches, including the Church of the Epiphany, the Church of the Advent, and the Church of the Good Shepherd. However, the society has also struggled to find an audience for its concerts.

The concerts were partly due to the nature of theEpiscopal Church, which is noted for its relaxed, informal atmosphere. In contrast, the concerts were also partly due to the nature of the concert programs, which were often too difficult or too advanced for the average congregant. The society has also struggled to find a way to make its concerts accessible to a wider audience.

The society has taken a number of steps to address these challenges. For example, it has begun to offer concerts in other venues, such as the San Diego Central Library and the San Diego Museum of Art. It has also begun to offer concerts that are more accessible to a wider audience, such as those that feature popular music or that are conducted in a more informal setting.

The society also faces challenges related to funding. The society relies on a combination of ticket sales, grants, and donations to support its activities. However, the society has struggled to secure sufficient funding to support its activities. It has also struggled to find ways to engage with potential donors.

Despite these challenges, the society remains committed to its mission of promoting the understanding and appreciation of music in the Episcopal Church. It continues to offer concerts in a variety of venues, and it continues to work to make its concerts accessible to a wider audience. The society also continues to seek new ways to fund its activities.

The society is also seeking to engage with a wider audience. It has begun to offer concerts that feature popular music or that are conducted in a more informal setting. It has also begun to offer concerts that are in locations that are more accessible to a wider audience.

The society also continues to seek new ways to fund its activities. It has begun to explore new sources of funding, such as private donations and corporate sponsorships. It has also begun to explore new ways to engage with potential donors.

The society is optimistic about its future. It continues to believe in the importance of music in the Episcopal Church, and it continues to work to promote the understanding and appreciation of music in the Episcopal Church.
Night of Fear

It makes him a seducer, leaving moral questions behind.

One evening, at a ballroom in the heart of the city, the mysterious figure of the "Night of Fear" makes his debut. He arrives unannounced, leaving behind a trail of terror and suspense. The guests, including celebrities and socialites, are thrown into a state of panic as they try to escape the malevolent force that haunts the dance floor. The music and lights are turned off, and the only sound is the clattering of feet as the guests flee in terror. The "Night of Fear" continues to stalk the ballroom, leaving a trail of fate and despair in his wake. The only way to escape is to dance as if there were no tomorrow, for the "Night of Fear" is the ultimate seducer, leaving moral questions behind.
Appetite
For Consumption

It sounds like someone got into the cough syrup while playing around with a synthesizer.


REVIEW

AUGUST BLENDON

MIDTOWN

Club Montage

Bong on a Can, Listen to the Angel Seraphim, Like。no hotel, 521 West 12th Street.

OCEN BEACH

Dream Street

Judy Collins, Bette Midler, Pennsylvania Ave. 1117.

INCINNATUS

Millennium Nightclub

Tomato and Pasta, 153 East 10th Street.

MORENA

To Leo’s

New York, 48 East 7th Street.

PACIFIC BEACH

Open Bar

1999

SUNRISE GENERAL’S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, and Low Birth Weight.

CAMEL LIGHTS

11 mg. “tar”, 1.0 mg. nicotine as per cigarette by FTC reports.
The Pushiest Broad In Mazatlán

"We said, 'Even if it's a puppet show, we're going.'"

I was at a mid-western college town on a
visit to the Dallas airport. From a concourse
next to the Visitor Information Center at
DFW, I could see the Concourse D o'clock—
the departure gates for the Dallas-Fort Worth
Airport. I was standing in line at the ticket
counter, but I noticed something unusual
across the terminal. There was a puppet
show in progress, and I decided to watch.

I took out my camera and took some shots of
the show, and then I started to explore the
terminal further. I saw a group of people
watching the show and decided to join
them. We ended up discussing the show
and our travels, and I learned some interesting
facts about puppets and the Dallas-Fort
Worth area.

The show was put on by a local puppet
theater group, and it was a fun and
informative experience. I ended up staying
in Dallas for a few days and exploring the
town further. I even tried out some of the
local cuisine and visited some of the
museums. It was a great trip, and I'm
looking forward to returning to Dallas
soon.

---

Welcome to the new era of the indie artist!

Now available at

**Underworld**
saturday, may 1
santa monica, ca
los angeles

**半小时**

Introducing the ACEA Music Module

It's not just about being heard, it's about being seen.

---

M A R 1 9 9 9 9
Humphrey's Concerts by the Bay 1999

On Sale Saturday, March 27
10:00 am
First-day sales limited to eight tickets per show, fifteen-show maximum.

May
Howie Mandel
Friday, May 21
The Doobie Brothers
Wednesday, May 26
Shawn Colvin
Sunday, June 6
Buddy Guy
Sunday, June 13
Pat Benatar
Tuesday, June 15
Dana Carvey
Friday, July 9
Vince Gill
Tuesday, July 13
Dan Fogelberg
Sunday, July 25
Dana Carvey
Monday, July 26
The B-52's
Monday, July 26
Boz Scaggs
Thursday & Wednesday, August 3 & 4
Vonda Shepard
Friday, August 10
Steve Winwood
Thursday, August 16
Chicago
Tuesday & Wednesday, September 14 & 15
Bill Cosby
Friday, September 17

June
Cecil & Kapono
Sunday, June 6
Acoustic Alchemy
Carpenter
Sunday, June 6
Shawn Colvin
June 11: 7:30 & 10:30
Walter Martin & Carl Cavett
June 11: 7:30 & 10:30
Richard Elliot
The B-52's
Friday, June 11
Grover Washington, Jr.
Friday, June 11
Benny Golson
Friday, June 11
Buddy Guy
Friday, June 11
"70s Soul Jam
Sunday, June 13
Skidmore, Owings, & Merill, Hambridge & his Band
Saturday, June 18
David Sanborn
Thursday, June 20
Bobbi Caldwell
Bertie Bailey
Sunday, June 20
Gordon Lightfoot
Saturday, June 25
Jerry Jeff Walker
Sunday, June 26
Guitar & Saxes
Saturday, July 2
Dave Mathews Band
Saturday, July 2
Dwight Yoakam
Saturday, July 2
Joan Armatrading
Saturday, July 2
Peters, Paul, & Mary
Saturday, July 2
Otis Redding & The Soul Survivors
Saturday, July 2

July
Chris Beuk
Saturday, July 2
The Robert Gray Band/
Kat"Ay
Saturday, July 2
Dana Carvey
Junior Kimbrough & His Band
Saturday, July 2
Vince Gill
Righteous Brothers
Saturday, July 2
Tower of Power
Saturday, July 2
Cowboy Junkies
Saturday, July 2
Manhattan Transfer
Saturday, July 2
Southside Johnny & the Asbury Jukes
Saturday, July 2
Nanc Griffith
Saturday, July 2
Olivia Newton-John
Saturday, July 2
Dan Fogelberg
Saturday, July 2
Vonda Shepard
Saturday, July 2
Vonda Shepard
Saturday, July 2
Stevie & Susan
Saturday, July 2
Fourplay
Sunday, July 3
Eric Clapton, Rob James,
Vaughn Est & Harry Mason
Saturday, July 3

August
Steve Winwood
Sunday, August 19
Rick Springfield
Thursday, August 18
Tom Jones
Thursday, August 18
Will Downing & Gerald Albright
Thursday, August 18
Donna Summer
Thursday, August 18
Ray Charles
Thursday, August 18
Barbara Streisand
Thursday, August 18
Marlene McElderry
Thursday, August 18
Dave Brubeck
Thursday, August 18
George Benson
Thursday, August 18
Chicago
Friday, August 18
Bill Cosby
Friday, August 18
Legends of Motown
The Temptations, Martha & the Vandellas,
The Supremes
Davie Koz
George Carlin
Sunday, August 21: 7:30 & 10:30

October
Branton Marsalis
Thursday, October 1: 7:30 & 10:30
Quartet
Petrucci
Thursday, October 1: 7:30 & 10:30
Tenor
Tommy Lawrence
Thursday, October 1: 7:30 & 10:30

Date the
Beach Boys
Saturday, October 1: 7:30 & 10:30
The inside track

The truth between Marilyn Manson and Counting Crew

In the studio, the band's second album was nearing completion when Manson was offered the role of Kenickie in the film "Grease." Manson was hesitant about accepting the role, fearing that it would detract from his music career. However, his manager convinced him to take the role, and he eventually accepted. As a result, his band Counting Crew found themselves in a position of being associated with a film, which could potentially help them gain exposure. Despite the challenges of balancing his music career with the demands of the film, Manson was able to make the most of the opportunity and emerged with a new sense of confidence and success.

The Cardiff Nine

The Cardiff Nine was formed in 2002 and consists of nine members. The band's music is a blend of rock, pop, and alternative, and they have released several albums. The members are all based in the Cardiff area of Wales, and they have developed a strong following in their home country. The band is known for their energetic live shows and catchy melodies.

Music Trader pays the most cash for CDs, tapes, videos, laser discs and video games!

MUSIC TRADER HAS 17 STORES AND A MILLION CDs!

MARTINI
San Diego RANCH

Relive The Legends with Bernie Meisner

Wednesday, March 31st
30 Hand Blended Martinis
Big Screen Sports
Happy Hour 4-7pm M-F
525 F Street - West End Corner of 5th & F
Info: 236-4100

MUSIC TRADER NOW HAS 17 STORES! ALL STORES OPEN EVERY DAY 11AM-9PM

MUSIC TRADER PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR CDs!

HOT, NEW & CHEAPER AT MUSIC TRADER!

- Cypress Hill
- Stone Temple Pilots
- L7
- The Breeders
- Alanis Morissette
- Bush
- Hanes
- Matchbox 20
- No Doubt
- The Smashing Pumpkins
- Tool
- Nine Inch Nails
- Head First
- Korn
--place
- & much more!

FREE CDs!

Trade in 2 CDs, get 1 free CD on approval.
No Limit. Used CDs.

MUSIC TRADER NOW HAS 17 STORES! ALL STORES OPEN EVERY DAY 11AM-9PM

DELUXE MAGIC 1200 Imperial Avenue #1161-San Diego
www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
3140 El Cajon Blvd #1161-San Diego
www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5719 Mission Center Rd #1161-San Diego
www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5790 Morena Blvd #1161-San Diego
www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5945 Morena Blvd #1161-San Diego
www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
6710 Black Mountain Rd. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
4164 Black Mountain Rd. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
3734 Gosmore Rd #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
1717 OUTLET STORY/CORRERA AREA #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5536 Morena Blvd #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5981 Morena Blvd #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5025 Morena Blvd #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
6370 Black Mountain Rd. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5555 Black Mountain Rd. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5565 Black Mountain Rd. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5126 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5670 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5680 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5690 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5700 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5710 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5720 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5730 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5740 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
5750 Pacific Hwy. #1161-San Diego www.music-trader.com
1-800-809-6896
Blending the precision of our European chef with the warmth and wealth of Asian spices.

LIME LEAF GRILL
Creative Catering and Banquets for Any Occasion.

JAZZ CLUB

PATRICKS II

BILL MAGEE BLUES

BAD NEWS BLUES

POSITIVE APPROACH

MR. POPULARITY

ZYDECO BLUEZ PATROL

THE PRESERVATION REVUE

JAZZ, BLUES, SOUL, ROCK 'N ROLL!
Old-Timer
The plotting of the movie takes a backseat to its pacing.

With the exacting matching of the film's
and the thoughtful, almost
role that	
the actor who plays the
timeless figure: the
father. The actor who
plays the father is
clearly a character
that
people can
relate to, and
in that
way, the
movie
becomes
more
meaningful.

Review
(Calumet SHEPHERD)

The MOD SQUAD

Claire Danes, Ojani Pappas, Giovanni Ribisi

The MOD SQUAD is a

somewhat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REVIEW</th>
<th>CLAIRE DANES</th>
<th>OMAR EPPS</th>
<th>GIOVANNI RIBISI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Win a Movie Pass for Two!

Wednesday, April 7 * 7:30 pm
AMC LA JOLLA 12
To enter, simply go to the Reader Web site
www.srdreader.com

Never Been Kissed opens April 9.

Deadline to enter is Wednesday, March 31, at 1:00 pm.
Limit one entry per person. No purchase necessary.
Ultimate Boxy
It's what mothers used to make.

The perfect dish for a cozy, winter meal. Boxy is rich, hearty, and comforting. It's the ultimate nourishment for a cold night. The ingredients are simple: potatoes, carrots, onions, and beef. The flavors are deep and satisfying. The dish is easy to make and can be enjoyed by the entire family. Whether you're looking for a comforting meal or a classic family favorite, Boxy is the perfect choice. Give it a try and see why it's been a staple in many households for generations.
Pure Democracy Vessel

Time passes, and the mustiness rolls away like early-morning mist.

C

crosses the bar, a regular contribution to the West Coast Vegetarian Union meeting. The group is an online forum where vegans share their experiences, recipes, and lifestyle advice. Today, the atmosphere is relaxed, with people chatting casually around the tables. The vibe is one of camaraderie and support, a place where everyone is welcome, regardless of their dietary choices. The group's core values are reflected in the diverse mix of people present, from experienced vegans to those just starting their journey to a plant-based lifestyle.

In the background, a discussion takes place. Two members are sharing their thoughts on the benefits of plant-based diets for health and the environment. One member, a long-time vegan, talks passionately about the nutritional advantages of vegan eating, mentioning studies that show a lower risk of chronic diseases when following a plant-based diet. The other member, a new vegan, expresses their enthusiasm for trying new recipes and learning about the versatility of plant-based foods.

As the conversation continues, a member brings up the topic of veganism in the workplace. They share an anecdote about a recent job interview where the candidate was asked about their dietary habits. The member emphasizes the importance of open communication and education to break down misconceptions about veganism.

The group's moderator, a prominent figure in the vegan community, interjects to highlight upcoming events and resources, encouraging members to get involved and spread awareness. The moderator also mentions a new online forum for members to share their experiences and find support.

As the evening progresses, the group shares a vegan meal together. The table is set with a variety of plant-based dishes, including salads, soups, and pizzas. The dishes are beautifully presented, showcasing the creativity and flavor that can be achieved with plant-based ingredients.

After dinner, the group comes together for a round of board games. Members enjoy a mix of classic and modern games, fostering a sense of community and fun. The evening concludes with a group photo, capturing the spirit of unity and shared values among the members.

As the group散去, a sense of fulfillment and connection lingers. The members look forward to the next meeting, eager to share their experiences and continue supporting each other in their plant-based journeys.
Telemarket a Better Career
San Diego is a leader in international products companies. Join our dynamic force of thousands of people and start earning your dream job right now.

Last week's top producer made $12,000!
This week's top producer made $13,000!
Top producer's weekly income can amount to $20,000.

Seating is limited. Call today.

Call 818-490-0000
Mon.-Fri., 7 am-6 pm

American Graphics

INTERESTED IN TRAVEL?

Interested in Free Travel? Enter our contest and win Free Travel to Las Vegas, Orlando, New York City, London, or Paris. Enter now!

HOME IMPROVEMENT

ANDLEMENT TO YOUR HOME'S VENTILATION SYSTEM.

WANTED SALESPERSON

Make Your Career in Sales

Call 818-490-0000
Mon.-Fri., 7 am-6 pm
American Graphics

ORDINARY PEOPLE CAN BE MILLIONAIREs!!!

LEARN A NEW WAY OF THINKING & DOING

We show you how to make money selling things you like to sell and people will pay you to sell them. Our proven plan is simple and effective. With our help, you'll be in control of your income, which can start at $1,000 per week.

GREAT FOR BUSINESS OWNERS, INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS, INVESTORS, RETIREES, AND BUSY PEOPLE WHO WISH TO OVERCOME THE LIMITATIONS OF THEIR JOB.

FREE INTRO WORKSHOP
Sunday, March 27th at 6:00 pm
Call for details

INCOME BUILDERS INTERNATIONAL

760-919-0910

Open House March 27 • 8 am-1 pm
Come join our team of professionals!

YIPPEE!

Work at home as a Medical Billing Specialist

Attend a FREE SEMINAR

Office Manager

Busy San Diego real estate office needs detail-oriented professional with excellent computer and customer service skills. Computer experience is a plus. 955,000-958,000/year plus benefits.

NEW JOB OPENINGS AT THE READER!

Volunteers

Sought to serve as Reserve Deputy Probation Officers

Work side by side with Probation Officers.

Call (619) 330-0100 for further information or see us on the web at www.san.org/careers.

San Diego Union-Tribune

Office Manager

Busy San Diego real estate office needs detail-oriented professional with excellent computer and customer service skills. Computer experience is a plus. 955,000-958,000/year plus benefits.

Fax: (619) 490-5044
Dracula and the Lady played at San Diego's Hollywood Theatre in January 1949. The "Dracula" character here is a funny (look closely). The lady, according to some playwrights was no lady at all. Complaints about a dance between Dracula and actress Sara Morita prompted City Director of Public Welfare Edwin James Cook to get involved. According to a January 15, 1949 Union article, Cook asked "I1 prominent citizens" to drop in on a performance and see what they saw. "It was pretty cute, the way they did it," said Cook. "They put on old clothes — you know, dressing down from their real station in life. And they slipped in the show out at a time, it's not to be recognized."

Of those "prominent" citizens were a lawyer who resided in the Spreckels Theatre building, a church worker, a former superintendent of Children's Convalescent Hospital, two pastors, a PTA and League of Women Voters activist...you get the picture.

Charges were filed the next day against theater manager Robert Johnston for "obscene, obscene and immoral entertainment." "Sara was charged with a less elaborate offense...Dracula was exonerated because, everyone said, it was really Sara's hand that came out of the sleeve of his evening coat and made the distant gestures."

From The San Diego Union, February 17, 1949, Record Collection.
You’re single.
We’re free.
Why wait?

Introducing Reader Matches, the best place to meet San Diego singles!
You’ll receive a free personal matching ad in the Reader Classifieds and on our Internet site at www.readermatch.com. You’ll also receive a free “Matchmaker” that allows you to record and receive messages from a touchtone phone.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD:
To place your ad, fill out the coupon below and mail or fax it to (619) 230-8100. If printing, please photocopy the coupon first. The deadline for submitting your ad is Thursday at 7:00 PM. Free ads are not accepted over the phone or by e-mail. We'll send you a 5-digit mailbox number (printed in your ad) and a 4-digit security code for exclusive access to your responses.

FREE AD DEADLINES:
Two Saturdays:
Fetcher Reader Mag, Inc., P.O. Box 840131, San Diego, CA 92131—Fax: (619) 230-8100
Brower Reader Mag, Inc., P.O. Box 840131, San Diego, CA 92131—Fax: (619) 230-8100

Cost:
$1.25 per word

Order limit: 20 words

WE CAN’T ACCEPT YOUR AD WITHOUT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. PLEASE PRINT:

Name
Address
City
Phone (day)
Phone (evening)
E-mail (optional)
Signature:

Choose One:
I want a man
I want a woman
Men seeking a woman
Women seeking a man

TO PURCHASE AN OPTIONAL HEADLINE, see the lines below, keeping in mind the following: 28 characters per line including spaces, the first initial of each word is capitalized; abbreviations and unusual punctuation will not be accepted. The cost of each line is $1.25. Continue on a separate sheet if necessary.

You may place a late ad until 5 PM, Saturday by phone (619) 230-8100, or in our office (1703 India St., Suite E, downtown), or by fax (619) 230-7907. The charge for these late ads is $20 for the first 25 words plus $1.25 per additional word. By phone or, if you must, via Visa, MasterCard or Discover only.

HOW TO USE YOUR VOICE MATCH:
After you receive your mailbox number and private security code, you can record your personal introduction and listen to your responses. Call (619) 361-2000. 24 hours a day, and follow the easy instructions. You must have a touchtone phone. Cordless and cellular phones are not recommended.

QUESTIONS? Call (619) 230-8100, ext. 240.

READER MATCHES
Saturday, March 11, 1999

READER MATCHES
Friday, March 30, 7:00-9:00 PM
You could be famous...
...at least part of a famous couple or Jason’s Nutshell. It’s also hot spot for a wild and early evening featuring piano bar, pool tables, a dance floor and a cozy atmosphere. Mingle with the hottest, and somewhat famous, by participating in our "famous couples" game. Women will receive fabulous prizes. Appetizers will be provided. Write your free 50-word Reader Matches ad and be eligible for great gift giveaways. Pink Polo will perform following the tournament. $5 admits you to this dazzling event. Free parking is available. Ad will be accepted until 9:00 PM, but on your bag-check shoe and dress shoes.

Jason’s
Nightclub
245 Naper Blvd. • Pontiac, Illinois
(On the I-80 near I-24)

READER MATCHES
Thursday, April 8, 7:00-9:00 PM
Soul dating to soul mating!
Incorporate your abstinence of finding a ‘better, more meaningful’ love by taking a more spiritual approach to life. Saturday, April 7, 7:00 PM, at Calvary Chapel Church (at 1587 S. Windcrest), join our missional church. From a free love mating service, selection, and self-education, to how to date with a sense of purpose, this soul dating service will provide exercises, meditations, and a series of insights into soul searching. Join us in the action and mingle with like-minded souls on our heels and your path will be spiritually propulsion.

More Card Room spoke, you won spot up to be walking up to the 50-Year Reader Matches ad, which will appear in the Reader and on the Internet. This semester in Reader and to registration is required.

Crown & Bulls

to the Reader’s Italian Restaurant

You can’t accept your ad without the following information. Please print:

READER MATCHES Voice Mailbox: $20 free.

Headlines $1.25 each line

First 25-words additional ad $1.25

Additional words $1.25 per each

Late fee in the ad received after

close deadline: $20

TOTAL

No cancellations. No refunds. Make check or money order payable to San Diego Reader. To order using Visa, MasterCard or Discover please fill out the following:

Card number
Expiration date
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!
24-HOUR PHONE OR FAX FOR PRIVATE PARTIES. USE FORM ON PAGE 100.

SPORTS AND FITNESS

'96 & '97 MODELS 50% OFF
'98 MODELS 30% OFF

WE DO REPAIRS
Half price trade-in value your bike to trade.
- Review your Bike $100
- Youth, Retro Special $25
- Defective Modified $100
- Free, Bike Overhaul $100
- We Replace Mufflers contact shop only

ROOF RACKS

OCEAN BEACH
BIKE SHOP

998 Specialized
Rockhopper A1 FS
Reg $729 SALE $399

998 Specialized
Rockhopper
Reg $448 SALE $249

98 Schwinn S-10
Reg $1350 SALE $499

98 Schwinn S-20
Reg $1250 SALE $799

SAN DIEGO'S "BEST" BICYCLING SUPERSTORES
BEARLEY MESA
16400 Valley Sw 180
(619) 572-0606

LUMBER
12810 W El Camino
(619) 661-0800

NORTH PARK
1909 26th St
(619) 283-4500

EL CAJON
1780 E Main St
(619) 588-6222

ENCINITOS
222 E Main St
(760) 751-1132

HUNDREDS OF CLOSEOUT BIKES AT INCREDIBLY LOW PRICES

COUPON GOOD FOR 1/3 OF ACCESSORIES WITH PURCHASE OF ANY ADULT BICYCLE

TROUBLE TOWN

by Lloyd Dugdale ©1999

Nice Package.

With our Learn to Ski/Board Package, you'll learn the fun and easy way on the largest beginner area in Southern California.

1-800-BEAR-MTN
www.bearsnow.com

Learn To Ski Package
$10 for
(excl. reg. 999 price)
• Complete equipment rentals
• Full-day lessons ($79 total)
• Group lessons

Learn To Snowboard Package
$10 for
(excl. reg. 999 price)
• Complete equipment rentals
• Full-day lessons ($79 total)
• Group lessons

* WITH PACKAGE
They All Look Like Hookers
By Anne Albright

What I found hanging on the mute switch of what I'd imagined to be the car's key was a note. It was written in a hand I'd come to recognize. I read it silently, my breath catching in my throat. The words were simple: "I love you. Please understand me. I need you." I felt a knot form in my stomach as I realized what I was seeing. Jack had been keeping this from me. He knew I was married, but he couldn't help it. He didn't mean to hurt me. I was trembling as I turned the note over, and there it was: "Please say you'll be mine. I love you so much." I couldn't believe it. I was devastated. I had no idea what to do. I didn't know how to respond. I was lost in thought when I heard a knock on the door. It was Jack. He was standing there, looking so sad and forlorn. I opened the door, and he stepped inside, closing it behind him. He looked up at me, tears in his eyes. "I'm so sorry. I didn't know what else to do. I love you so much," he said. I couldn't help but feel a sense of relief as I realized he was just a broken man who needed my help. I took his hand, and we sat down on the couch, holding each other tightly. I promised him I would try to understand and help him. I didn't know how, but I was determined to do my best. The next few days were filled with tears and emotional pain, but we were together. We talked about everything, and we worked through our issues. We were able to come to terms with Jack's past and our future together. We were able to come to terms with our love and the pain it had caused. We were able to come to terms with our mistakes and our strengths. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we loved each other. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be okay. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be together. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be happy. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be whole. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be together. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be happy. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be whole. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be together. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be happy. We were able to come to terms with the fact that we were going to be whole.